
  
 

ALBERT TEN KATE 

THE TEXTUAL AFFILIATION OF THE GOSPEL OF MARK IN 
THE CHESTER-BEATTY MANUSCRIPT 554 

The Old- 1 in a trans-
cription of two manuscripts: Edjmiacin 229 (E), now Matenadaran 2374, 
dating from 989, and Moscou (M), now Matenadaran 6200, dating from 
887; because manuscript M. lacks 9,12-11,32, E is the manuscript of re-
ference. The Chester-Beatty Library in Dublin has a remarkable manu-
script in its shelves: nr. 554 s colophon is stated that it is made 
in Edessa in the year 1174. This place of origin could be interesting, be-
cause of the Syriac connections with the Old-Armenian version in gene-
ral. Therefore we studied this manuscript during a short stay in Dublin, 
during which we were allowed to work on it only four hours a day. So we 
could not study the whole Gospel of Mark; therefore the chapters 14 and 
15, are missing in our research, but we found in the front-cover and back-
cover a fragment of a much older manuscript containing some verses of 
Mark 1, 1-11, which are difficult to be read due to their state of preser-
vation (C*). From the Lvov manuscript (V) edited by Matevossian2, we 
got pictures of the first chapter by the courtesy of B. Outtier. In order to 
make an overall-picture we compar d the text of these manuscripts with 
that of the editon of Zohrab (Z)3 and its critical apparatus (Z*).  

So having made a critical text of the Armenian Gospel of Mark, we 
compared these texts with the aligning editions of Swanson for the 
Greek4, of Kiraz for the Syriac5 6; also other 
early versions are referred to. 

In general M reveals a version closer to the Greek than E. But M and 
C end this Gospel at 16,8, while E has the longer ending he ascribed to 
Ariston. 

                                                           
1 B ,  I, Bern 1984. 
2 Ed. A. S. Matevossian, Erevan, 2001. 
3 , ed. H. Zohrapian, New York, 19842. 
4 R. Swanson, New Testament Greek Manuscripts - Mark, Sheffield, 1995. 
5 G. A. Kiraz, Comparative Edition of the Syriac Gospels II, Leiden, 1996. 
6 , Itala II, Berlin, 19702. 
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of the different affiliations. Mostly C goes with E, but in some instances 
with M, so it has an intermediate position, with some 50 unique variants 
in the textual history of this Gospel.  

Unique variants: 
1,2: 7  8 

9: 

before you.  
1,38: 10 -

11 12: 
And he said to 

 
2,8-9 - 13 14 15. 

16 17 -
18 19  

 
And Jesus knew in his own mind, that they think so in their own thoughts 

Take your 
bed and go away to your home  

4,8: 20 
21  22 23    

                                                           
7 C*: + ; V:  ; 
and the rest of arm (exc.M) follow gr  A-f 579 1424 and syp and gr Mt (thus harmo-
nising), having only one mention of it. 
8 M:  . 
9 V C Zmaj.:   ; here V C Z only follow DiatL+P. 
10 M C: om. 
11 M C:    
12 C: omits this whole phrase      (!); here only a Dutch lectionary (Lgr) 
follows C. 
13 M Zmaj.  
14 Zmin.:  . 
15 M:     ; C Z:   , 
harmonising with next part of the verse. 
16 M: om.(!) 
17 M adds:  . 
18 C: om.; here C makes a generalisation, for liturgical purposes, as in gr W 33 ita e? 
19 M Z:  . 
20 M adds:   
21 omitting this part wholly, C mentions only    s 

. 
22 M C:    
23 M C:   ; C has only:     
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6,36 24: 
 25: 26: 

Dismiss that crowds, so that they, having gone away in the surrounding 
farms and villages, will buy for themselves, what that they might eat; then here, 

 
10,46  

27 28 29 
30:  

And they come to Jericho, and having left Jericho, he with his disciples and 
much crowd, a son of Timee, Bartimee, blind, was sitting begging near the 
passing of the way. 

11,14 
: 31: 

He 
 

11,27 - -32 33 
-

: 
They come again in Jerusalem, and while he went in a temple there, the 

 
13,11 34 

35 36 37

38 39  
 

consider what you should speak, but what will be given to you in that hour, that 
 

                                                           
24 C Zmaj.:   
25 maj. and sys. 
26 M O:     . 
27 C Zmaj.:   
28 Zmin.: . 
29 C:  ; a unique reading. 
30 C:   . 
31 (cf. Mt 21,19). 
32 Zmin.: - -  Jerusalem . 
33 Zmin.:   C Zms.:    
34 M Zmin.:  . 
35 C: omits next two phrases; here is no other textual testimony, but perhaps this is sign 
of liturgical use omitting superfluous phrases. 
36 M: om. 
37 M:  . 
38 Zmin.:   . 
39 M: om. 
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13,33 40 41 42

43 : 

. 

Harmonisations (mostly with Mt): 
1,17 44 45 

 
And Jesus said to them
. 
1,19 -

46 -
47.  
And coming near a bit in front of that, he saw Jacob of Zebedee and John, a 

brother of him, and they were in a ship, while they were repairing their nets, and 
he called them. 

5,20 48 
49 50: 

And he went away and began to proclaim in Decapolis the thing that Jesus 
did to him, and all marveled. 

11,14 
 51: 

 

                                                           
40 Zmin.:     
41 M: , this use of conjucntive is homonymous to the imperative . 
42 C: omits last part; unique in omitting redundant phrase.  
43 M:   
44 M: om.:  
45 M C Z add:  .  
46 Zmin.:   . 
47 M Zmaj.:    (!); here C conforms with 
gr Mt. 
48 Z:   
49 C:  (!); a unique reading; M adds ajoute:   
50 C: omits the phrase omet cette p
phrase, C follows Lk. 
51  
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